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The relaxation oscillation (RO) parameters and modulation properties of quantum-dot lasers are

investigated depending on effective charge carrier scattering lifetimes of the confined quantum-dot

states. We find three dynamical regimes of the laser, characterized by the level of synchronization

between carrier dynamics in quantum-dots and quantum-well. For scattering rates similar to the

RO frequency, a strong damping is found. On either side of this regime, simulations show low RO

damping and improved dynamical response. Depending on the regime, the modulation response

differs from conventional analytical predictions. Our results suggest the possibility of tailoring

quantum-dot laser dynamical behavior via bandstructure engineering. VC 2012 American Institute of
Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4754588]

Quantum-dot (QD) lasers offer a variety of advantages

over conventional quantum-well (QW) or bulk lasers.1–3

Their low threshold currents, high temperature stability, and

potentially low chirp make them a preferred choice for many

applications. In general, QD lasers show strongly damped

relaxation oscillations (ROs),4,5 which decreases their sensi-

tivity to optical feedback6,7 as well as to optical injection.8,9

On the other hand, the possibility for fast dynamic response

is limited by the strong damping.4,10 The comparably low

modulation bandwidth of QD lasers is often attributed to the

slow charge carrier capture into the QDs, acting as a bottle-

neck for the laser dynamics.11 However, we show that this

explanation is oversimplified.

In this letter, we predict three different dynamical

regimes of QD laser dynamics, depending on the charge car-

rier lifetime. We further show that the modulation bandwidth

depends nonlinearly on the scattering lifetimes. Understand-

ing these results is crucial for improving the performance of

QD laser devices.

We consider a single-mode dot-in-a-well (DWELL)

laser, where the active region consists of 15 QW layers. In

each layer, a density NQD ¼ 1011 cm�2 of randomly distrib-

uted QDs is embedded. The layers are surrounded and sepa-

rated by bulk semiconductor material. The QD gain

spectrum is considered to be inhomogeneously broadened,

with the spectral distribution of the transition energy

given by a Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation of

DE ¼ 25 meV and a central frequency of �hx ¼ 0:95 eV. The

QDs are then distributed into different subgroups (index j)
with the transition energy �hxj (between electron and hole

ground state) and f(j) being the probability to find a QD in

the jth subgroup.

The QD laser device is modeled using a semiconductor

Maxwell-Bloch approach to cover the coherent dynamics of

the polarization as well as the dynamics of the charge carrier

distribution within the QD-QW system. As opposed to

3-variable rate equation models12 (QW and QD charge car-

rier densities as well as the photon density), or 5-variable

rate equations13,14 (differentiating between electrons and

holes), the model used here accounts for non-equilibrium

and temperature effects. We neglect spatial dependencies

and propagation effects15 to maintain numerical simplicity.

For the QD dynamics, we use the following coupled equa-

tions for the electric field amplitude E, the microscopic

polarization of the jth QD subgroup pj, and the occupation

probability qj
b in the jth subgroup (b¼ e,h labeling electrons

and holes, respectively):

d

dt
E ¼ ix

2e0ebg

2CNQD

hQW

X

j

f ðjÞlpj � jEþ @

@t
Ejspont; (1)

d

dt
pj ¼ �iðxj � xÞp� i

lE

2�h
ðqj

e þ qj
h � 1Þ � 1

T2

pj; (2)

d

dt
qj

b ¼
1

�h
Imðpjl�E�Þ �Wqj

eq
j
h þ

@

@t
qj

bjcol: (3)

Here ebg ¼ 11:16 is the background permittivity, C ¼
0:2 is the geometric confinement factor given by the overlap

ratio of laser beam and active medium volumes, hQW ¼ 3 nm

is the height of each QW layer, and j ¼ 0:12 ps�1 is the cav-

ity loss rate. The transition dipole moment is given by l ¼
0:6 nm � e0: T2 ¼ 100 fs is a phenomenological dephasing

time, leading to polarization decay, and W ¼ 0:4 ns�1 is the

Einstein coefficient for the spontaneous emission. The spon-

taneous emission contribution ð@=@tÞEjspont to the electric

field is modeled via a complex Gaussian white noise source

term nðtÞ. In Eq. (3), changes of the charge carrier occupa-

tion in the QDs due to scattering events are labeled as

ð@=@tÞqj
bjcol.

Within the Markov approximation, the scattering proc-

esses leading to a charge carrier exchange between QD and

QW states can be written in terms of effective Boltzmann-

like in- and out-scattering rates S
in=out
b . Considering the case

of unavailability of LO phonons matching the energy separa-

tion between QD and QW states and high carrier density for

lasing, Auger-type carrier-carrier scattering processes domi-

nate the charge carrier exchange. The corresponding scatter-

ing rates exhibit a highly nonlinear dependence on the QW

areal charge carrier densities wb ¼ A�1
P

kq
2D
b ðkÞ (A is the
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QW area) as well as the temperature of the charge carrier

distribution.16 The change of the charge carrier occupation

probabilities in the QD subgroups can then be written as

@

@t
qj

bjcol ¼ Sin
b ðwe;whÞð1� qj

bÞ � Sout
b ðwe;whÞqj

b : (4)

In order to derive an effective scattering rate from the

above expression, the detailed balance between in- and

out-scattering rates,13 given by Sout
b ¼ Sin

b exp½6ðeQD
b �

lQW
b Þ=ðkBTQW

b Þ� for electrons (þ) and holes (–), with the QD

ground state (GS) energy eQD
b , can be utilized. Here, lQW

b and

TQW
b are the quasi-Fermi level and temperature of the QW

charge carrier distribution, respectively. Equation (4) can

then be rewritten as

@

@t
qj

bjcol ¼ sb
�1½f ðeQD

b ; lQW
b ; TQW

b Þ � qj
b�; (5)

where the effective (nonconstant) scattering lifetime of the

QW and QD charge carrier distribution is given by

sb � ðSin
b þ Sout

b Þ
�1

, defining the rate at which the charge car-

rier distribution is driven towards the quasi-Fermi distribu-

tion f ðeQD
b ; lQW

b ; TQW
b Þ.

We proceed within the relaxation rate approximation by

replacing lQW
b and TQW

b with the quasi-Fermi level and tem-

perature of the quasi-equilibrium distribution of the com-

bined QD-QW system, determined dynamically by charge

carrier number and energy conservation conditions.11 Since

the main message of this letter is to point out the different

dynamic regimes of the QD laser dynamics which occur for

different values of se and sh, the wb dependence of these

quantities is neglected in the following. Instead, results for

different constant lifetimes are shown. When discussing the

laser dynamics at a fixed operation point, as done here, the

assumption of constant (not wb-dependent) scattering times

is a good approximation17 as long as the individual in- and

out-scattering rates fulfill the detailed balance relation. Note,

however, that for large changes in the operation parameters

(e.g., large-signal modulation), the dependence of sb on wb

must be taken into account.

The dynamic equations for the k-dependent QW and

bulk occupation probabilities q2D
b;k and q3D

b;k, respectively, are

given as

d

dt
q2D

b;k ¼ �BS
bq

2D
b;k þ

@

@t
q2D

b;kjcol; (6)

d

dt
q3D

b;k ¼ Jb;k � BS;bulk
b q3D

b;k þ
@

@t
q3D

b;kjcol: (7)

Here, BS
b ¼ BSwh (BSwe) for b¼ e (h) describes bimolec-

ular recombination in the QW, with BS ¼ 540 ns�1 nm�2,

and BS;bulk
b is defined analogously. The electrical pumping is

described by Jb;k :¼ cpf ðe3D
b;k; lp;b; T‘Þð1� q3D

b;kÞ, with a pump

rate cp ¼ 1 ns�1 and the bulk state energy e3D
b;k. The distribu-

tion of the injected charge carriers is assumed as a quasi-

Fermi distribution thermalized with the lattice temperature

T‘. Its quasi-Fermi level lp;b is calculated such that the

injected charge carrier density matches the chosen pump cur-

rent density J: e0

P
kJb;k ¼! AJ. Scattering contributions

ð@=@tÞqkjcol similar to Eq. (5) for each k-state have been

implemented. Apart from pure carrier-carrier (subscript c-c)

scattering events, carrier-phonon (c-p) interaction in the QW

and bulk is treated in the same manner, with the correspond-

ing quasi-equilibrium distribution temperature given by the

lattice temperature. We use cð2Þc�c ¼ 2ps�1, cð2Þc�p ¼ 0:4 ps�1

for the electron scattering rates between QW and bulk (hole

rates are twice as fast).

Depending on the QD size and material composition of

the heterostructure, the charge carrier scattering rates

between QD and QW states can vary over a large range of

values. Furthermore, the scattering rates of electrons and

holes can differ by more than an order of magnitude. For

strongly confined QDs (confinement energies of DEe

¼ 210 meV, DEh ¼ 50 meV for electrons and holes, respec-

tively), our microscopic calculations4 reveal a substantially

faster scattering of the holes (on average 14 times faster than

for electrons), while for a weaker confinement (DEe

¼ 74 meV; DEh ¼ 40 meV), we found that hole rates are

similar to the corresponding electron rates, on average 1.1

times as fast.18 Both cases of laser devices will be discussed

in the following.

First, we look at a device with similar scattering life-

times sb between QW and QD states for electrons and holes

and thus assume sh
�1 ¼ 1:1se

�1. To further discuss the

impact of the effective charge carrier scattering rate sb
�1

between QD and QW, the turn-on dynamics is simulated for

three different values of sb
�1, which were kept constant

throughout each simulation (see Fig. 1(a)). To counteract

the lower external quantum efficiency of the device with

slower scattering, the pump current was adjusted to yield

I ¼ 0:5 MW cm�2 in the steady-state for each simulation.

FIG. 1. Turn-on dynamics of the QD laser device with different QW-QD

electron effective scattering rates se
�1 ¼ 2� 1010s�1 (solid black line,

J ¼ 6:6jth), se
�1 ¼ 2� 1011s�1 (dashed green line, J ¼ 1:8jth) and se

�1 ¼ 5

�1012s�1 (solid red line, J ¼ 1:5jth). sh
�1 ¼ 1:1se

�1 in all simulations. The

injection current was turned on at t¼ 0 and chosen to yield the optical inten-

sity I ¼ 0:5 MW cm�2 in the steady-state in all three cases. The turn-on dy-

namics is shown as (a) time-series of I ¼ ðc0�0
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
�bg
p ÞjEj2, (b) phase plot of

the intensity vs. QD electron density ne, (c) phase plot of the intensity vs.

QW electron density we, and (d) phase plot of the QD electron density ne vs.

QW electron density we.
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Note that the qualitative dependence of the laser dynamics

on the scattering rates is independent of the exact value of

the chosen intensity. The dynamical change of the bandstruc-

ture due to Coulomb energy renormalizations during the

turn-on of the laser was previously found to influence the

relaxation oscillation behavior of the laser.19 Here, in order

to isolate the influence of the scattering rate, Coulomb shifts

are neglected.

The curves in Fig. 1(a) show that for the slow scattering

rate se
�1 ¼ 2� 1010s�1 (black solid curve), the laser inten-

sity I exhibits damped ROs after the initial intensity spike.

With increasingly faster scattering rate of se
�1 ¼ 2

�1011 s�1, the ROs disappear and the laser exhibits over-

damped behavior with an initial intensity peak and subse-

quent exponential decrease of the intensity to its steady-state

value (green dashed line). This is in agreement with the

analytic result from a rate equation model, where an increase

in damping is predicted for increasing inter QD/QW scatter-

ing rate.17 What is new is that our model predicts the reap-

pearance of ROs when increasing the scattering rates further

from this point, as shown by the red solid curve Fig. 1(a), for

se
�1 ¼ 5� 1012s�1.

This counterintuitive result can be understood by look-

ing at the phase portraits of the turn-on dynamics shown in

Figs. 1(b)–1(d), revealing three different dynamic regimes

appearing for the three chosen values of scattering rates. In

the ðne; IÞ phase space (where nb ¼ 2NQD
P

j f ðjÞqj
b is the

areal QD carrier density, with the factor of two accounting

for spin degeneracy), the trajectories reach the fixed point (a

focus) in a spiraling motion, while the fixed point becomes

a node in the strongly damped regime. Note that, due to the

similar electron and hole dynamics, the trajectories for the

holes yield qualitatively similar results. In the first regime

(constant reservoir regime, s�1
b � xRO), corresponding to

slow scattering (solid black curve), the amount of charge

carriers scattering from the QW states into the QDs during

the turn-on is low enough to not influence we appreciably.

After the initial intensity spike, we and wh thus act as an

approximately constant charge carrier reservoir, allowing to

eliminate this degree of freedom.17 Second, strongly

damped regime appears for intermediate scattering rates

s�1
b ¼ OðxROÞ (green dashed curve), where the faster

charge carrier exchange rate leads to increasingly larger

variations of the QW charge carrier density during the turn-

on. For sufficiently fast scattering (solid red curve), the third

dynamic regime (synchronized regime, s�1
b 	 xRO) is

reached, where the charge carrier exchange is fast enough

for the QW and QD charge carrier distributions to be close

to quasi-equilibrium at all times. The QW densities then

adiabatically follow the QD density variations during the

turn-on, which can be seen in Fig. 1(c), where the trajectory

in the ðwe; IÞ phase space shows a spiral similar to that in

the ðne; IÞ phase space. The dynamic degree of freedom of

the QW equations can thus be adiabatically eliminated and

the system behavior approaches that of a QW laser,20 with

the QD and QW acting as a combined charge carrier

system.

We now take a closer look at the dynamics for the

second case of a device with different electron and hole

lifetimes where the hole scattering is in average 14 times as

fast as the corresponding electron rate. The dependence of

the relaxation oscillation damping rate CRO (blue circles) and

frequency fRO (red squares) on the electron scattering rate is

shown in Fig. 2(a). The RO parameters were extracted from

the intensity time series by fitting the intensity time-series

with a damped sinusoidal oscillation. Additionally, the

results for the device with similar scattering lifetimes of

electrons and holes discussed before are plotted in Fig. 2(b).

For both cases, the damping rate CRO is largest in the 2nd re-

gime at intermediate values of the scattering rates, where

these are comparable to xRO ¼ 2pfRO, as seen in Fig. 1. For

different electron and hole lifetimes, this peak is around

se
�1 ¼ 2� 1010ps�1 (se

�1 ¼ 2� 1011ps�1 for similar life-

times). The damping becomes smaller both when decreasing

or increasing the scattering rates from that point. For similar

lifetimes, shown in Fig. 2(b), even more pronounced changes

in the relaxation oscillation behavior can be observed, i.e.,

the steep rise and subsequent jump of the RO damping prior

to the overdamped region where no ROs can be observed

(between the two dashed vertical lines).

From Fig. 2, it becomes evident that assuming different

electron and hole dynamics (different se and sh) leads to fun-

damentally different dynamic scenarios and crucially affects

the dependence of the RO parameters on QD scattering life-

times. Thus adjusting the device material structure allows

one to drastically change the laser dynamics.

The modulation properties of the laser device are often

determined from the RO parameters by assuming an analyti-

cal expression for the modulation response of the laser

device21

HðxÞ ¼ x4
0

ðx2
0 � x2Þ2 þ 4C2

ROx2
; (8)

FIG. 2. RO frequency fRO (red squares) and damping coefficient CRO (blue

circles) dependences on se
�1. The pump current was chosen to yield fixed

optical output I ¼ 0:5 MW cm�2 at steady state for each data point. (a) Dif-

ferent electron and hole lifetimes: sh
�1 ¼ 14se

�1. (b) Similar electron and

hole lifetimes: sh
�1 ¼ 1:1se

�1. The dashed gray vertical lines delimit the

three different dynamic regimes (from left to right: constant reservoir re-

gime, strongly damped regime, and synchronized regime).
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with x2
0 
 x2

RO þ C2
RO. Solving Hðx3dBÞ¼! 1

2
yields the 3 dB-

bandwidth f3dB as a function of CRO and fRO and thus of se
�1.

The 3 dB-bandwidth predicted from the RO parameters is

shown in Fig. 3 (dashed black line), along with the numeri-

cally determined bandwidth (solid green line).

The analytical expression predicts an increase of the

modulation bandwidth with decreasing scattering rates,

related to the higher RO frequency observed at low values of

s�1
e . The numerically evaluated modulation response, how-

ever, reveals a sharp decrease of the modulation bandwidth

below s�1
e 
 5� 1011s�1.

Especially in the vicinity of the high damping regime at

intermediate scattering rates, the modulation bandwidth is

thus reduced to values below 1 GHz, as opposed to the band-

width of >10 GHz predicted from the RO parameters via Eq.

(8). The reason for this discrepancy can be seen in the insets

in Fig. 3, where the modulation response of the QD laser

for s�1
e ¼ 1010s�1 and s�1

e ¼ 1012s�1 is shown. For s�1
e

¼ 1010s�1, the modulation response curves reveal a decline

at low modulation frequencies, while they approach Eq. (8)

for increasing scattering rates. These differences can be

attributed to the inter-QD/QW scattering processes not

accounted for in Eq. (8).22 The analytical expression describes

the numerical modulation response at fast scattering rates

very well in the case of similar electron and hole lifetimes,

where the QD and QW distributions are strongly coupled. For

different carrier lifetimes, however, some differences remain

even at high s�1
e , as seen in Fig. 3, revealing that the modula-

tion response is negatively influenced by the different electron

and hole dynamics.

In conclusion, we have shown that in QD lasers, there

exist three different dynamical regimes, depending on the

scattering lifetime of charge carriers between QW and QD

states in relation to the RO frequency. Both for very low

(constant reservoir regime) and very high scattering rates

(synchronized regime), the QW dynamical variables can be

eliminated and pronounced relaxation oscillations are

observed. For intermediate scattering rates in the order of the

RO angular frequency (strongly damped regime), strongly

damped relaxation oscillations are found, which limits laser

dynamical performance, as is observed in experiments. The

RO frequency is found to be highest for scattering rates in

the constant reservoir regime. Taking these dynamical

regimes into account allows one to improve the dynamic

response of QD lasers by carefully adjusting the device opti-

cal and material structures.
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